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The scheme of creativity

Creativity is widely understood as a way of being and a means of existence. This existence presents an attitude to the world. In fact, philosophy of creativity studies connections people create or imitate in relation to the world through creativity. Problems of precedence of the source of creativity and of means and possibilities of its expression become the focus of the philosophers’ research. And here two of the most fundamental questions arise: what type of background does the need to write come from, and whether creativity has to be reduced to a personality of an author: “We do not write according to what we are; we are according to what we write. But where does what is written come
from? Still from us? From a possibility in ourselves which is discovered and affirmed only through literary endeavors?"1.

A source of creativity cannot be only reduced to the author’s I. On the other hand, there are no reasons to locate creativity originally somewhere beyond the limits of the subject of creativity. It is possible to discuss and speculate about influences, feelings, reflections of the subject on the outside ideas, about the suddenness of inspiration and the artificial conditioning of inspiration by means of, for instance, external stimulants, but not about the objective existence of a reservoir of inspiration and creativity somewhere devoid of the very subject of creativity, separated from its consciousness as well as the subconscious, its psychic structure and physical body.

Relations of a subject of creativity with creativity are characterized by dependence and interdetermination (multiple causation). Creativity is a condition of its existence, its legitimation and a space of its activities at the same time. Dependence on these three components grants a subject rights, place of activities and some frames.

The very existence of a subject of creativity depends on creativity so therefore creativity provides its peculiar boundary. In creativity a subject exists and relates to it as derivative; their relations remain subordinate. Creativity is the only condition for a subject of creativity to exist: “To say that the poet only exists after the poem means that he receives his «reality» from the poem, but that he does not dispose of this reality except in order to make the poem possible. In this sense he does not survive the creation of the work. He lives by dying in it. This also means that the finished poem regards him with indifference; it does not refer to him. He is by no means entitled to be cited and glorified by the poem as its origin. For what is glorified by the work is the work, or art, which the work holds concentrated in itself. And the creator is the one who from then on is dismissed, whose name is erased and whose memory fades. This also means that the creator has no power over his work, that he is dispossessed by it, that in it he is dispossessed of himself. He does not hold its meaning, its privileged secret. It is not incumbent upon him to »read« the poem – that is, to pronounce it anew, to speak it each time as new”2.

Creativity is always considered to be greater and, as a rule, original in relation to I.

---

2 Ibid., p. 227.
Thus, the need of creativity (which is defined as the necessity to express creation in accordance with negative approaches) is the internal superiority of a creator. And not only inspiration, but also a form of correlation between inspiration and subjectivity can be named a source of creativity.

Dominance—“superiority” of creativity is demonstrated on the example of a quantitative timing indicator. Creativity deals with time in other way than a subject—creativity denies it. Creativity (and creation as an important component of creativity) exceeds a creator by scales relation to infinity. This “superiority” is expressed through lack of a creation ability to be expressed, because a finite and limited subject with disabilities of embodiment tries to give existence to something that is not subject to means of expression on the whole.

A subject of creativity brings its finiteness into infinity of a work where it preserves itself as infinity. An ontological status of a subject of creativity is précised through this place of conditional infinity, considered to be a place of creativity. The declared subjectivity in a work which can hypothetically remain in culture eternally is not infinite in itself. It only attributes to infinity as to its place of existence. The finite makes something infinite happen. In this relation, a subject comes short of quantity indicator but exceeds in an indicator of actual source of being because only through it the possible becomes real.

Relations of interdependence, belonging and “giving” being are characteristic of connections of a subject of creativity in a space of its existence. To define these connections and their specifics the researcher uses the “creation > creator” scheme where a creator transmits creations, a creation exceeds a creator, and its complete expression is impossible. This expressed disability is a result and attribute of the whole scheme, a consequence of non-correspondence of means with that is expressed, incompleteness of means of embodiment that comes, first of all, from incompleteness of the main “instrument” of embodiment, a subject of creativity. The main questions can be set out in all these connections.

The question of creativity is formulated towards the research field. Talking about the ontology of creativity, we can formulate the question in the following way: “What characteristic aspects has the being of creativity got towards the being of a human?” First of all, I am interested in the process of creativity, which can be understood within anthropology because it cannot be separated from a human being. We can agree that creativity is an anthropologic action, a process. I suggest that we should study the ontological aspect of this process. How does being a human happen in this process?
To study these problems, we ought to take different world outlook conceptions of creativity and study them through the metaphor of “addition” and “subtraction” of the being as an “ontological measure”.

Conventional separation of approaches to understanding creativity in its most simple scheme is reduced to either addition of the being (through inclusion into the “greater” being) or its subtraction. Within an operational fiction I divide approaches into “positive” and “negative” where positive ones are based on addition of the being to the world through the process of creativity, on the increase of the being through an act of creativity. Negative ones are based on the subtraction of the being from the being of the Creator which is not full (and negative are depleted in their ultimate variant). This basis, an original premise is an ontological intention that is the necessary condition of creativity. And according to this original setting, creativity can happen. This intentionality will be studied further. And it is important to note that this division is a new approach to the philosophic reflection on creativity.

This division is possible due to the basic scheme of creativity. This “creator – creation” scheme is understood as a reflection of the process and a model of relations which happen. In this scheme, creation is a general understanding of what a creator tries to embody, what can be a conception, an image of a piece of work, an idea. A creator is a subject of creativity, a carrier of an idea who turns this idea into reality/practice. And most conceptions admit the advantages of a creation over a creator both in quantity and being. Schematically, this model of relations can be defined as “creation > creator”. “Inspiration is not the gift of the poem to someone existing already, but the gift of existence to someone who does not yet exist”.

This phrase of Blanchot reflects the above-mentioned idea, expresses the possibility for a subject of creativity to exist through creation. But the conception which is the foundation of this phrase is based not on the addition of the being to a creating person but on the subtraction. Differences between the conceptions can be shown on the basis of the “creation – creator” scheme. I suggest that we should focus on the understanding of these relations through the metaphor of “addition” and “subtraction”.

---

3 Ibid.
Positive approaches to the understanding of creativity

“Positive” relations mean non-negation of one component of the system as well as existence of an additional (positive) result, as a rule, a piece of art. Often this “positivity” is understood as enrichment of culture and as improvement of the world; often, it is understood as an esthetic relation, too. Though, in general, our division does not concern the moral and ethical or evaluating aspect of problematics.

An example of positive conception can be the Neo-thomist approach to the understanding of creativity. The original premise of this approach may be summarized as follows: desirability of talent, strategy of enrichment of the world and the advantage of that a creator tries to express over that s/he can express (and over its means). Best of all these theses are shown in the text of thinker Karol Wojtyla (John Paul II): “All artists experience the unbridgeable gap which lies between the work of their hands, however successful it may be, and the dazzling perfection of the beauty glimpsed in the ardour of the creative moment: what they manage to express in their painting, their sculpting, their creating is no more than a glimmer of the splendour which flared for a moment before the eyes of their spirit⁴”; “Obviously, this is a sharing which leaves intact the infinite distance between the Creator and the creature”⁵.

In these fragments the distance between what is really done and what it stands for, that is the basis of this, is obviously articulated. It is an idea that relates to the greater being. In fact, through the “connection” to this being not only the process of creativity but also a new being as well as the “connection” of a creating person to the greater more perfect being are performed. That is, there is a positive result and positivity in the process.

Separation of this basis happens as simplification of the system of creativity which is more complicated that any speaking about it. When we separate the most basic scheme it appears that absolutely different world outlook systems have (just in this aspect) similar basis. For example, we can consider Marxist interpretation of creative activities to be a positive conception. In this interpretation a component of activities is important because properly directed activities are a social good and a step to the evolutionary changes of society. Creative activities are only a partial display of generally possible and generally useful activities and

⁴ Pope John Paul II, Letter of his holiness to artists, From the Vatican, Easter Sunday, April 4th, 1999.
⁵ Ibid.
therefore art should be positive. An addition of new sense and material is the next stage of social development.

Correspondingly, a creator performs as a mechanism that puts this social good in life. S/he is a function, a medium of articulating a proper idea according to the right method. The correspondence with the proper idea is important in relations of a creating person and creation / creativity / work. Here an idea takes the role of creativity and is one of conditions of creativity and, imaginatively, has a greater measure of being. Exactly in this understanding the whole complexity of the problem displays: this positivity is only intentional but not necessarily positive in its embodiment or perceiving. Creativity is positive in its modality.

In practice, creativity which vacates a place for it in social cultural space (that often can negate the value of other creativity) can be only transformation of the existing being and no more. So, to take place it should vacate for it a place which is already occupied. Here we should stop and outline other format of “ontological measure” which is situated in “transforming” conceptions. There is a possible understanding of creativity not as addition but as transformation of existing and stable being in the world. “Transforming” creativity is neither “positive” nor “negative” categorically and demands to be studied separately. We will not study it in this text, however, but note the complexity of this approach which displays in cases when creativity is understood as positive imaginatively and intentionally but in practice, in its embodiment it is transforming.

Psychologists of creativity work out positive conceptions of creativity. L. Levchuk, researcher of science heritage of famous Soviet psychologist V. Roments, notices that according to Roments creativity is a struggle against everything sickly; it is the mental clearing, a form of catharsis. V. Roments conceptualizes the ethic and esthetic aspects of creative activity from the positions of creativity. Bulgarian psychologist M. Arnaudov has a similar opinion: “In his interesting work Bulgarian scientist M. Arnaudov emphasizes that position that “creativity is health, creativity is a struggle against everything sickly, creativity is the mental clearing, catharsis. Every great artistic creativity transfers not only the game of imagination but also the maximum of mental power to fix a work which appears in accordance with all intuitively perceived laws of art. How could an artist interpret thoughts and desires of his contemporaries if he hadn’t goes over all inside shortfalls and everything chaotic in himself […] Not relationship with different psychosises but absolute aspiration for order and achieving harmony of conscious and uncons-
cious facts should be emphasized as a principle of mental organization of an artist\(^6\).

It is interesting that one of post-structuralists, namely, Deleuze considers literature to be health and offers a “diagnostic” approach, making thereby similar conclusions: “[...] the writer as such is not a patient but rather a physician of himself and the world. The world is the set of symptoms whose illness merges with man. Literature then appears as an enterprise of health… [...] he possesses an irresistible and delicate health that stems from what he has seen and heard of things too big for him, too strong for him, suffocating things whose passage exhausts him, while nonetheless giving him the becomings that a dominant and substantial health would render impossible\(^7\).

For positive conceptions common is theleologism, direction to the future and, as a rule, connection with ethic postulates. In both these cases creation has the fullness of the being (in a format of an idea). But a creating person through the process of belonging approximates the fullness of being. These concepts can be named “participation in the fullness of being”. The basis of these concepts is grounded in the idea of existence through inclusion into the higher principle. Of course, the question relates to the issue of existence as an existence of the subject of creativity.

**Negative approaches to the understanding of creativity**

Now I’d like to study “negative” conceptions. Negative conceptions are based on the negation of one of the components of the “creation > creator” system. This negation can be logic, ethic or axiological. The negation happens in the process of creativity and is necessary for its happening.

We can meet axiological, ethical and “quantity” negation of the “creator” component in antiquity when the gift of creativity was understood as a gift of gods but a gift which was close to damnation or a curse. The anticipatory conclusion concerning the ancient understanding of creativity can be an “insufficiency” of a person that is marked with a gift of creativity: “[...] the Muse loved above all other men, and gave him both good and evil; of his sight she deprived him, but gave him the gift of sweet song\(^8\).”

---


A gift of creativity is not an additional skill, an over-facility, but it replaces another function of organism or personality, which could amount to deficiency or some sort, making it a physiologic norm.

Such thinkers as Democritus, Plato, Horatius, Cicero consider that a true poet (creator) can be only a mad person because an ancient poet is a medium of the divine: “And for this reason God takes away the mind of these men and uses them as his ministers, just as he does soothsayers and godly seers, in order that we who hear them may know that it is not they who utter these words of great price, when they are out of their wits, but that it is God himself who speaks and addresses us through them”.

So, creativity is understood as a kind of religious ecstasy.

As a result, there is a situation of “either consciousness or a gift of creativity”. A poetic gift is understood not as a reward but can be understood as the indication of gods’ damnation, the marking of an ethically insufficient man, as Horatius tells about this in The Art of Poetry: To the Pisos. “If, like a fowler intent upon his game, he should fall into a well or a ditch while he belches out his fistian verses and roams about, though he should cry out for a long time, »Come to my assistance, O my countrymen;« not one would give himself the trouble of taking him up. Were any one to take pains to give him aid, and let down a rope; »How do you know, but he threw himself in hither on purpose?« I shall say: and will relate the death of the Sicilian poet. Empedocles, while he was ambitious of being esteemed an immortal god, in cold blood leaped into burning Aetna.1 Let poets have the privilege and license to die (as they please). He who saves a man against his will, does the same with him who kills him (against his will). Neither is it the first time that he has behaved in this manner; nor, were he to be forced from his purposes, would he now become a man, and lay aside his desire of such a famous death. Neither does it appear sufficiently, why he makes verses: whether he has defiled his father’s ashes, or sacrilegiously removed the sad enclosure2 of the vindictive thunder: it is evident that he is mad”

Concerning Democritus’ opinion, Horatius notices that Democritus regards a genius (as a natural gift) happier than anyone who knows art (as a leaned skill) and he excludes those who think clearly from Helicon. “Because Democritus believes that genius is more successful than wretched art, and excludes from Helicon all poets who are in their

---


senses\textsuperscript{11}. A conclusion about the excessiveness of creativity can be made. It cannot be a simple addition as a skill (handicraft). It pushes out a place for it. As it was understood in the ancient times, the notion of creativity does not correlate with freedom.

But we can see absolutely other forms of negativity in other periods. Stendhal and Nietzsche pay attention to this fact when public persons of Renaissance attribute moral negativity to themselves, for example, Benvenuto Chellini. Nietzsche thinks these gestures are an attribute of incommensurability with morality – being beyond good and evil, impossibility to measure creativity and life of personalities by these categories. This attributed negativity is a gesture, a form of theatricality, a set of special decorations for creativity. As in the ancient times the poet was placed in the frames of madness, so now an artist is placed in the frames of a crime. Attributed negativity is of moral nature, and it is accompanied with an idea of full-fledged and all-round personality. This negativity concerns affectation in moral self-perception. Here negativity is at an individual level (though it has a universe scale): it is inside/internal, self-attributed, but also outside/external at the same time as the society perceives an individual in such a way one sets himself/herself up.

Social-ethic dimension of negativity is also in programs of some artistic directions. An example can be decadence, Modernist direction of art and world outlook. Postulated negativity (in the ethic and esthetic aspect) is realized, accepted by a personality. In the ancient times this individualism was not possible. Therefore, if in modernist art negativity is a result of choice and esthetic position, in the ancient times creativity is a result of determinism.

Negativity of decadence consists in an answer to apocalyptic feelings which conditioned culture creativity at the end of the 19th-century. Emphasized estheticism of decadence correlates with a feeling of despair that is in itself the negation of life powers. Esthetics of creativity comes from exhaustiveness of life and the negation of positivist conceptions – so it is based on negation. The low – opposite of the cultural, as well as amoralism and the estheticization of the ugly are grounded in antagonism and negation. Furthermore, emphasized individualism comes also from the praxis of negation of general values.

Social negativity accompanied decadence art at the end of the 19th century where negativity existed as an outside factor – perceived by socium – and an inside one – by themes of disorder. Many art trends of the 20th century, which postulated demonstration of the negative, have con-

\textsuperscript{11} Ibid., lines 275–308.
continued this tradition of negativity of sense, which concerns a moral aspect to a little extent and an esthetic one much more strongly. More often, however, the esthetic negativity consists in negation of life values. The negative is estheticized, and as a result an art activity is connected associatively with challenges, dangers, involvement in secrets and a special kind of activity, almost synonymous with cultural creativity and mysteries of the world. This is often manifested through the atmosphere and moods that a work of art evokes. Boris Pasternak wrote about the dangers of creativity—in particular, “about lines with blood”\textsuperscript{12}.

Avant-garde art trends often declare the necessity of complete renewal, not only for art as such but for the entire social order, too. To this end, they transfer their function wider beyond the usual esthetic borders (the avant-garde tests and challenges the limits of art according to its program as a conceptually new variant of a way of expression of a conceptually new reality). And this is one more example of transformism. This strategy is positive in the sense of the addition of new content but simultaneously it is not positive completely because for the new content it is necessary to liberate places of old art (old reality) that does not constitute addition of the being to the world; the aim of transformism is not the transformation of permanent quantity.

Frequently, a negative characteristic itself (ethically speaking) can be embodied by a critic of art. For example, Russian thinker N. Berdyaev interprets classical creativity as a form of divergence that became a norm\textsuperscript{13}. N. Berdyaev also considers avant-garde art trends as beyond the pale of being. For example, he discusses dematerialization of painting. Such creativity is not active because a creator who adds the being to the world is active while representatives of avant-gardism do not have such a setting (not to mention, the means of implementation): “[…] they (futurists—G. B.) are seized by a process, are spinning in it with growing speed-up but they aren’t active creators. They are seized by disorder of the material world”\textsuperscript{14}, “futurists would want to finish off and cinder a human image (completely) that always was fixed by an image of the material world which is apart from it”\textsuperscript{15}.

But definitions of ethic negativity should not reflect the model of “subtraction” because they are based on evaluation. While ontological

\textsuperscript{13} N. Berdyaev, \textit{The Sense of Creativity}, Prawda, Moscow 1989, p. 347.
\textsuperscript{14} Id., \textit{The Crisis of Art}, Leman and Sakharov, Moscow 1918, p. 11.
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid., p.10.
negativity of creativity is based on subtraction of the being, not on evaluation. These negativities present different levels of existence of creativity.

One of development lines in negative conceptions of creativity is psychological research which postulates a method-based negativity of creative process. Of course, not all psychological scholarship postulates such an understanding – for instance, the above-mentioned examples of “positive” understanding confirm the opposite.

Considering particular case studies, psychological approaches declare “negative” understanding when creativity is deemed as breaking a system (as a rule, it concerns not only psychological approaches but also, for example, more common attitudes to creativity). The perception of creativity as a violation and anomaly date back to the ancient times but it was formed in scientific thought and received its research confirmation in the 19th century. Cesare Lombrozo posited his thesis about neuropathic peculiarities of outstandingly gifted people in his work “Genius and madness”. He understood genius as a psychic anomaly. Scottish mental specialist R. D. Laing considered creativity to be a kind of going down to “that” world from this and coming back. And he considered that this process to be natural like death or childbirth. The researcher noticed this natural and unnatural non-perception of these processes in the culture contemporary to him, namely, that the contemporary world was afraid of the inside world, without realizing so.

Though nowadays psychological and psychiatric doctrines of the 19th century are often disproved, at that moment they played an important role in general perception and established “a cultural place” of creativity and creative activity in the public consciousness.

A scientific view at creativity as a kind of psychic anomaly continued a mythological line of creative madness but contradicted and clashed with an old mythological comprehensive perception of madness because it divided a man into layers – consciousness, activity, and regulated structures. And such an approach increased the yawning misunderstanding between creative and non-creative people.

To a great extent, the real perception of a creative human being as a misfit, sometimes for the sake of épater (le bourgeois), which is pertinent nowadays too, comes from here. But in the liquid modernity of contemporaneity, which is characterized by total imitation of cultural examples and their blanket distribution that leads to imitation of form – of precedence of form over content, often only epatage form remains in a place of creative activity. This conditions the common psychological

---

16 N. Zborovska, Psychoanalysis and Literary Criticism, Kyiv 2003.
social perception of creativity, rather widespread when, on the one hand, a creative person is defined in accordance with the fact if s/he imitates a typical image of “a creative personality” but, on the other hand, the value of his creativity is not originally defined by his epatage. As imitation of the outside form is read only as an imitation of form and not of content.

Psychological approaches which are not either positive or negative in the whole are worth noticing. On the one hand, psychoanalysis takes out axiological dimension of creativity showing instinct and neurotic nature of creative process, which is a consequence of sublimation of the conflict between I and It in Freudianism, the conflict between symbolic and imaginary in structural psychoanalysis of J. Lacan. Famously, C. G. Jung separates creative activities by principles of expression: either individual (neurosis) or the collective unconscious (collective archetype).

In the first case, creative activity is considered to be a repressive function, in other as a rescue from neurosis and an individual way of therapy.

And if psychoanalysts understand creative activity as a way to avoid neurosis, a way to solve a conflict of components of unconsciousness, general negativity of psychoanalytic understanding of creativity consists in an axiological aspect while an ontological aspect (addiction or substraction of the being) suggests either division (as in Jung’s analytic psychology) or indefiniteness between addition of new being and transformation of the present one. So psychoanalytic approaches are situated between conditional division into positive and negative approaches.

As an example of logically negative conception we can take ideas of French theoretician and writer M. Blanchot whose creativity is close to existentialism. The thinker keeps the “creation > creator” line and correspondingly separates positions of components in relation to quantity measure. If a creation outshines its creator in everything the whole situation is directed at the excess. In the finite understanding a situation of creativity is directed at destruction of a creator by their creation. To simplify, we can say in the following way: a creation takes over the being of its creator. M. Blanchot understands the whole process of creativity as a traumatic opposition of “Me (author) and It (creation)”, metaphorically as the permanent process of coming close to the edge – as ceaseless approaching the outer rim. “The work requires of the writer that he lose everything he might construe as his own »nature«, that he lose all character and that, ceasing to be linked to others
and to himself by the decision which makes him an »I«, he becomes the empty place where the impersonal affirmation emerges.\(^{17}\)

M. Blanchot analyzes a great number of evidence that European writers of the 20th century provide. In their texts (mostly in their diaries) he finds affirmation for the full exhaustiveness/exhaustion of a creator by a creation that is the dominance of a creation over a creator, understood as owning him/her and, in consequence, as depriving him/her of authorial agency. A creation is defined by M. Blanchot as \textit{It} (by its essence, it is an impersonal power inseparable from a creator), which exceeds and exhausts the powers of \textit{I} (a creator). In this way, the second component of the system/scheme (a creator) is denied supremacy in favor of the first (a creation). For M. Blanchot, a creation is something akin to a medium: a plan, a source of inspiration, an idea of a subject of creativity or even things expressed in a creative space in general.

At the same time, it is the thing that gives a subject a possibility to act (express oneself) and the thing s/he makes relations of interdependence and confrontation with. A subject of creativity makes \textit{I-It} relations with a creation, where a creation is an impersonal impulsive power which seizes \textit{I}, which stands behind the back of a subject of creativity and enables a subject of creativity to exist at the same time.

M. Blanchot understands an essence of a subject of expression as a creator (\textit{I}), thus he refers to the author's selfness but prefers (ontologically too) a creation (\textit{It}) which exceeds a creator by its being. So, this conception makes the processuality of changes and modalities of subjectivity overdue to include the sequence with which “\textit{I}” loses the being. “\textit{I}” comes from this system unequally incomplete. One can say that in Blanchot's view a subject of creativity is a processual subject – a subject of the confrontation between “\textit{I}” and “\textit{It}”.

In fact “\textit{It}”, a Creation and Nothing are synonyms and the identifying of initial emptiness and creation plays an important role in the conception. Blanchot uses a metaphor of emptiness, initially Nothing, which a creator comes to when a creation seizes him/her. When an author “looks” at emptiness of a creation s/he “looks” at emptiness. And respectively one expresses this kind of emptiness in a process of creativity.

All creations originate from emptiness: “[...] a work says what it says by silencing something [...] Literature moreover says this by silencing itself. There is in literature an emptiness of literature that constitutes it. This lack or distance, unexpressed because covered over by expression, is that on the basis of which the work, while said one time, said perfectly

\(^{17}\) M. Blanchot, \textit{The Space of Literature...}, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 55.
and incapable of being said again, nonetheless irresistibly tends to say itself over again, requiring the infinite speech of commentary where, separated from itself through the beautiful cruelty of analysis [...] it awaits the silence that is proper to it to come to an end"\textsuperscript{18}.  

Thus, original negativity of a creation is its origin from shortage. This negativity of a creation forces the subject of creativity to undergo a set of repetitions, which are understood as a wandering full-circle heading for incompleteness, which is in turn understood as being unrealizable.  

One of the most important moments in the conception is an idea that not inspiration is comprehensive, but a person who creates is comprehensive while inspiration does not have characteristics of finiteness when it is identified with a kind of emptiness.

**Intentionality**

A difference between positive and negative approaches consists in that which relations take place in the “creation > creator” system, where, firstly, a creator receives something additional (important to him, socium, his soul, etc.) through the addition to a creation and, secondly, a creator loses through his involvement in a creation. For the purpose of this paper, I have selected the most illustrative examples only.  

We can choose positions of positive or negative creative but in any case we see a scheme where several components act and which takes place in a process of relations between these components. A position of a subject-object changes at different moments (before a creative process, during it, afterwards, etc.) but, not unlike the subjectivity of creativity, it takes place in its process (thus creativity is not a space and condition only but it creates a continuity with the subject beginning).  

In fact, this “taking place” is a condition under which a subject of creativity is formed, a change of its modality of the being: either its increasing (through addition to the completeness of the being) or decreasing (exhaustiveness).  

The difference between negative and positive understandings of the “creator – creation” relationship can be demonstrated on their different attitude to the same phenomena. For example, an attitude to the phenomenon of incompleteness and insufficiency, which comes from limitation and the insufficiency of the subject of utterance. This insufficiency

displays in incompleteness of a work or a feeling of its incompleteness. “Incompleteness is always a failure of an artist. An artist leaves his piece of work incomplete not intentionally and not to make a great impression but likely as a result of again and again appearing feeling that the forming hand isn’t able to embody an inside plan.”

In this understanding, we can see a contradiction between an inside image (creation) and a means of expressing and the prevailing of an idea over its embodiment. This reveals the idealistic basis of most understandings of creativity when a creation is something ideal and its embodiment is always its imperfect copy. In many conceptions this insufficiency, “inability to be expressed” is perceived as a norm of creative process but is explained and perceived in different ways.

Often, as the result of this basis, the whole creative process is understood as a search for a means of expression, which corresponds with the creation. And if in positive approaches addition of the being is in this, as, for example, perfecting of personality or improving of personality, in negative approaches this setting leads to notions about the failure, impossibility to express oneself and destruction of a creator, as M. Blanchot makes clear in his propositions.

It is important to notice that the suggested scheme of division of approaches to understand creativity is simplification and schematization of the grounds of conceptions, an attempt to describe its almost mythical “basis”. In many conceptions of creativity “an ontological measure” is not so clear: one cannot define it as a mere “addition” or “subtraction”.

This conceptual simplification is a methodological fiction directed at the finding out of grounds of notions about art. As every notion defines an action and practice, relation and result, revealing of grounds of these notions seems to be necessary. This allows to understand more clearly how creativity indeed happens.

Of course, there appears the question about correspondence of these approaches with their practice or about their correspondence with an image of reality. Most researches of creativity is based on inclination towards one of two approaches or the accepting of a creative process ambivalence. Zborovska, a researcher of the connection between creativity, art and psychoanalysis, considers that creativity is the unique psychological phenomenon of self-cognition and cognition of the world that
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19 Das Unvollendete als Künstlerische Form. Ein Syposium, ed. by J. A. Schmoll, Francke Verlag, Bern und München 1960, p. 73.
very often appears together with general human fear of death and as a desire to overcome death.\textsuperscript{20}

The researcher notices that during a creation an energetic overpressure happens: a psychic energy sharply decreases in a field of consciousness but “inside energetic streams of the unconscious” are activated: “(A) fall of mythologic and archetype (initial) images and symbols fly out from the depth of a soul. Lesya Ukrainka\textsuperscript{21} named this creative (maniac) state »a divine madness: a case of insanity« […] Therefore creativity can be not only good but also a catastrophe of consciousness: it can give power for mental rise or become a mental enslavement and existential death (as in case of F. Nietzsche)”\textsuperscript{22}.

In accordance with this potential multi-directionality, this article studies the \textit{intentional} base of creativity.

Every conception of creativity is a basis for creativity as for a process because it is relation, perception, defines the process. Thus, we can talk about an \textit{intentionality}, direction of consciousness at an object. This \textit{intentionality} is displayed in the following way: in each of the approaches, it corresponds with embodiment if it is accepted by a creator as a condition. The accepting of an original position can be conscious but not necessary. A creative person can accept the conception of creativity, dominating in culture or in its environment, and embody it unconsciously and non-reflectively. S/he also can reflect the process of creativity as his or somebody’s experience, realize himself in a situation, analyze this situation or feeling. It can be described as “being programmed”, \textit{intentionality} of the process of creativity by the original setting of a consciously or unconsciously chosen approach, which is considered to be proper and corresponding with reality. In every case, in the course of the process of creativity that conception of creativity, which is accepted by a given subject of creativity, consciously or unconsciously, is implemented.

So, in an anthropologic perspective, the development of both \textit{positive} and \textit{negative} approaches is possible. The characteristic of such \textit{intentionality} reveals the correspondence of process of creativity with a reality, which “becomes”, i.e., is embodied in the process of creativity. In fact, it is not possible to answer the question “which conception corresponds with the reality?” without accepting one of the positions under consideration. Therefore, it seems that we can study the implement of different

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{20} N. Zborovska, \textit{Psychoanalysis and Literary Criticism}, op. cit., p. 12.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Ukrainian poet, Larysa Petrivna Kosach-Kvitka (1871–1913); her pen name is Lesya Ukrainka (Lesya the Ukrainian).
\item \textsuperscript{22} N. Zborovska, \textit{Psychoanalysis and Literary Criticism}, op. cit., p. 12.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
conceptions as a given. The influence of described intentionality is confirmed by both cases of the destruction of personalities of creative people and achieving a harmony with themselves and the world by themselves. Taking this into account, we cannot define correspondence of an approach with creativity and reality but only correspondence of this approach with creativity and how a creator embodies it, how s/he performs this project. At this stage, it seems that the next anthropologic research aim in this problematic field should be the research of each understanding, as both positive and negative and more complicated forms.
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Summary

Approaches to the understanding of creativity are divided in relation to the “ontological measure”. Accordingly, the positive approach involves the addition of a new Being to the world through creativity; the negative approach involves the subtraction of the Being from one of the components of the creative process, for the possibility of creativity. It is possible to allocate “the direction” of creativity, in relation to the addition or subtraction through the study of “creator – creation” relations in every conception of creativity. For example, negative creativity is possible only through subtraction of the Being from the position “creator”. The conceptions of Berdiaev and Blanchot are chosen as representative approaches. In addition, the researcher notes that there are more complicated approaches to the understanding of creativity, for example, “neutral” or transformative ones, which are based on the transformation of the existing Being in the world. The anthropological aspect of creativity is revealed through the notion of intentionality. This concept shows equal opportunities of different approaches and concepts in the field of practice of creativity.
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Zusammenfassung

„Negative“ und „positive“ Konzepte des künstlerischen Schaffens: „ontologisches Kennzeichen“ und Intentionalität
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